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Sustainable energy supply is a major challenge for global 
society. Demand is rising with growing populations and 
higher living standards. Fossil fuels are being exhausted 

or becoming more difficult to extract, and the effect on climate 
change is a major concern. Investors are moving their money 
into renewable energy, even those who once built their fortu-
nes from oil. We are seeing the energy sector going through 
dramatic changes, with production being transferred from large 
companies to local small-scale “prosumers”. Producing as well 
as consuming, they are selling their surpluses to the market.

The future lies in finding ways to improve efficiency in exis-
ting processes, and enable a switch to clean, renewable energy. 
New technologies are emerging that also make it practically and 
economically feasible to utilize energy sources with relatively 
low temperatures, such as solar power or waste heat from in-
dustrial processes and incineration. SWEP heat exchangers are 
well suited to these applications, and we continuously challenge 
ourselves to design the most efficient solutions.

Our customers are challenging efficiency as well as con-
ventions by employing brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHE) in 
new applications, or introducing them into harsh environments 
where existing preconceptions mean they really must prove 
themselves. In the following pages, you will find examples of 
engineers committed to improving existing systems or breaking 
new ground. Whether in Japan, the USA, India, or the Middle 
East, they all saw an opportunity, took on the challenge, and 
made it work.

The research field is naturally challenging the status quo. 
Meet the researcher convinced that waste heat can also be 
utilized on a smaller scale, with systems installed where surplus 
heat is available. He sees a future for the technology in domes-
tic heating, enabling single households to transfer their surplus 
to their neighbors, or for decentralized electricity production in 
developing countries with locally manufactured systems – sus-
tainable in more than one respect. Also not afraid of challenges 
is Mandar Rajwade, a SWEP Business Engineer. As a kid, when 
he watched a team doing daring dives from the trampoline, he 
had his parents sign him up the very next day!

At SWEP, we challenge efficiency every day. We challenge 
you to do the same!

Karin Bergkvist
Market Communication Manager

Our customers  
challenge conventions 

by introducing brazed tech-
nology into new applications.
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Cleaner power

“Our collaborati on started in April, 
2012. That was our fi rst ORC demon-
strati on plant,” says Osamu Ito, the 

engineer in charge of the project at Daiichi. 
The fi rst test unit at Ertec had SWEP’s 
B500s installed. “Since it ran so well, Daiichi 
wanted to increase the capacity, from 75 
kW to 125 kW,” says Seiichiro Misaki, Sales 
Manager for SWEP Japan. SWEP’s most 
powerful heat exchanger, the B649, was 
selected for this parti cular plant. The B649 
is designed for district heati ng and cooling 
networks, HVAC and industrial projects, 
where there is a need for an effi  cient yet 
compact BPHE with close temperature 
approaches at high operati ng pressure.  

The private incinerati on facility in 
Yamanashi Prefecture is now generati ng 
clean power from the hot fl ue gas produ-

ced by the incinerati on process. The ORC 
system is used to remove the heat from the 
fl ue gas and convert it into electric power, 
which can be used onsite or sold locally. 
“This project is a relati vely small plant, but 
it produces a lot of power,” says Osamu Ito. 
“More electricity is our constant focus.”

Daiichi is currently looking into incre-
asing the temperature and pressure and 
using a steam source in order to boost the 
electrical output. The heat source could be 
the same, but the currently used liquid fl ow 
is replaced by a steam fl ow carrying more 
energy at a higher temperature.

Technically these systems are fed with 
energy via a cascade process where steam 
is condensed, fully or parti ally, while the 
system working fl uid is evaporated. Nor-
mally the steam operati ng temperature is in 

the range 130-180°C, but in principle there 
is no upper limit. Designed to deliver max-
imized energy effi  ciency and outstanding 
system performance, all SWEP BPHEs can 
be used at temperatures as low as 60-70°C. 
This opens up wholly new possibiliti es for 
renewable energy sources with limited 
temperatures, such as solar power.

Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is an emerging technology 
that makes it economically feasible to recover waste heat 
and turn it into electricity. When Japan-based Daiichi 
Jitsugyo got a request to install an ORC system in Ertec’s 
new waste incineration plant, they knew they would need 
a heat exchanger out of the ordinary.
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A global business with high stan-
dards, Nu Vu Conair is a joint ven-
ture of Nu Vu Conair USA, based at 

Ahmedabad, India. The company is one of 
the largest suppliers of auxiliary equipment 

for plastic processing, and markets over 
450 different products, including resin- 
drying systems, gravimetric blenders, 
feeders, material-conveying systems, belt 
conveyors, granulators, and temperature 

control equipment, including portable and 
central water chillers. 

”Nu Vu Conair chose to work with 
SWEP for a number of reasons,” says 
Girish Kulkarni, Country Manager for 
SWEP India. “Apart from highly efficient 
products with the latest technology, we 
are able to offer Nu Vu Conair’s technical 
team technical and logistics support, as 
well as our advanced calculation software 
SSP. Price and delivery times are of course 
also crucial factors when Nu Vu Conair 
chooses its partners.”

Nu Vu Conair has standard ranges of 
modular chillers with different operating 
parameters and refrigerants. SWEP has 
been able to offer a wide range of BPHE 
sizes with different plate geometries and 
distribution devices to suit the various chil-
ler applications. A number of BPHE units 

Traditionally, shell & tube heat exchangers have been seen 
as the only choice where water quality is poor and there is 
a risk of freezing. Today, BPHEs can meet the same chal-
lenges, saving time and money with the same life cycle 
expectancy. Powerful yet small, they fit perfectly into most 
industrial applications. Nu Vu Conair recently replaced con-
ventional shell & tube heat exchangers with SWEP BPHEs 
suitable for a range of higher capacity industrial chillers. 

High capacity industrial chillers  
no match for BPHEs



have been selected and standardized.
Water quality is one of the biggest 

challenges faced by every water chiller 
manufacturer. Nu Vu Conair believes in 
training. “We start educati ng our custo-
mers before we fi nalize the project, and 
conti nue training to the end of execu-
ti on,” says Ajay Shah, Technical Director 
at Nu Vu Conair. “We recommend that 
our customers use only treated water 
in chillers, and we convince them that 
good water quality helps extend the life 
expectancy of not only the evaporator, 
but also the main processing machinery, 
i.e. molds, die or gearboxes. We also 
recommend that our customers arrange a 
water treatment consultati on.”

Nu Vu Conair recommends preventi ve 
Cleaning in Place (CIP) for harsher con-
diti ons, for example in applicati ons that 
use water at high temperatures, or water 
with a high concentrati on of parti cles. 
CIP, an established method of cleaning 
the interior surfaces of closed systems, 
has chemicals dissolve or loosen deposits 
from the equipment without disassem-

bly of the BPHE, which reduces costs for 
maintenance and downti me.

The issue of freezing is addressed 
by installing anti -freeze controls in the 
system, as well as temperature sensors on 
the BPHE. SWEP supplies units with an ad-
diti onal connecti on in the evaporator inlet 
for mounti ng the sensor. “It is our privile-
ge to have SWEP as a supplier of brazed 
plate evaporators. We selected SWEP as 

an exclusive supplier of BPHEs as early as 
2008, due to their world-class product qu-
ality and the excellent aft er-sales support 
we have received,” says Ajay Shah. “We 
are very pleased with the performance of 
the SWEP BPHEs in terms of heat transfer 
capacity, reliability and extended lifeti me.”

BPHEs can be equipped with extra CIP 
connecti ons on the back to facilitate clea-
ning if this is expected to be frequent.”

High capacity industrial chillers 
no match for BPHEs

BPHEs can be equipped with extra CIP connecti ons on the back to facilitate cleaning if this is expected to be frequent.
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Seeing the potential in   smaller ORC processes
Plate heat exchangers have traditionally been used to 
transfer sensible heat, but they are now being more 
frequently used for energy production systems that 
also utilize the latent heat. Small plants operated with 
low-temperature sources usually use the Organic Ran-
kine Cycle (ORC) process. This process can utilize 
heat sources that are relatively cold, such as waste 
heat or ordinary solar panels. But are these plants used 
to their full potential?

Seven B8T heat exchangers are to be tested at 
the Technical University of Denmark and the 
Copenhagen School of Marine Engineering and 
Technology Management in an experimental 
facility for both teaching and research purposes.
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To exploit the plate heat exchanger 
optimally, it is necessary to verify re-
liable and accurate correlations for 

heat transfer and pressure drop. For some 
applications, there have not so far been 
any accurate correlations, which, in turn, 
can affect both energy efficiency and ope-
rating economy. Two of the technologies 
for which there are no valid correlations 
are high-temperature heat pumps and the 
low-temperature production of electricity.

Research on heat transfer processes is 
currently in progress at the Department 
for Mechanical Engineering at the Tech-
nical University of Denmark (DTU). PhD 
student Jorrit Wronski heads the project 
“Design and Modelling of Small Scale 
Low Temperature Power Cycles”, which 
is researching the potential for electricity 
generation from waste heat on a smaller 
scale. Both he and his colleague Torben 
Ommen, a heat pump specialist, need new 
heat transfer correlations because they 
doubt that the existing ones are accurate 
enough. Naturally, while all plant opera-
tors are interested in getting the system 
best suited to their particular application, 
it is even more important for owners of 
smaller plants who cannot afford to buy a 
bigger component “just in case”.

“Low-temperature power cycle systems 
can be installed at remote sites or at pla-
ces with available surplus heat” says Jorrit. 
“Domestic heating for smaller households 
is one application, where single house-
holds can transfer their surplus to other 
facilities or households. Another is excess 
heat from solar collectors, which can gene-
rate power. It is also possible to promote 
decentralized electricity with cheap ORC 
systems in developing countries.” A huge 
advantage of this technology is that it can 
be manufactured, handled and repaired 
locally, taking the concern for the environ-
ment one step further.

Using experimental data, the various 
research teams at the DTU validate and 
edit the coefficients that are crucial to 
the accuracy of heat transfer correlations. 

“Heat exchangers are complicated. We 
cannot always predict their performan-
ce, so we need to do more testing,” says 
Jorrit. The research started in 2011, when 
the Danish innovation factory IPU built 
an ORC test rig. A year later, another ORC 
rig was built by the Norwegian company 
Viking Development Group (VDG) for fur-

ther testing. Now, Jorrit and a new team 
of students are waiting for a third test 
rig, this time to do research on the actual 
heat exchanger. It is being built by another 
department of the university, the Copen-
hagen School of Marine Engineering and 
Technology Management (MSK). Partly 
funded by the Danish trust fund COWIfon-
den, and partly by the Danish Maritime 
Fund, it will provide operational data on 
the dynamic and steady-state performan-
ce of plate-type heat exchangers.

“The feasibility of energy-efficient 

solutions depends heavily on efficient and 
compact heat exchangers,” says Jorrit. 
“The tests are being carried out with dif-
ferent fluids and at different temperatures 
and pressures. The heat exchanger com-
ponent of the test rig must be small, yet 
able to withstand a pressure of up to 50 
bar, and temperatures exceeding 200⁰C.” 
Very few small-scale heat exchangers can 
handle that kind of stress, but SWEP’s B8T 
met the demanding requirements. It was 
used in the second ORC test in 2012, and 
will be used for the upcoming experi-
ments, too.

There are many challenges ahead, for 
Jorrit’s team and for future researchers. 
One is to reduce the amount of fluid 
used in the systems. This has already 
been achieved in refrigeration, a more 
mature part of the industry. But the kind 
of fluid is also important. One aspect of 
the research project is to investigate the 
use of natural working fluids that do not 
affect the world’s ozone layer, such as 
Isobutane R600a and n-Pentane R601. 
The fluids used previously, such as R134a 
and R245fa, are banned or on their way 
to being banned worldwide. It is therefore 

important to do the research today, be-
cause in just a few years the industry will 
be forced to change regardless.

The research results will be publis-
hed in spring 2015 and presented at the 
third ORC conference in Belgium in the 
middle of October. “We are going to make 
everything public, so that others can build 
on the research,” says Jorrit. “Hopefully 
the data can be used to further develop 
small-scale ORC processes that, in the long 
term, can help us reach the world’s agreed 
climate goals.”  

There is too little research 
on small-scale ORC processes. 

That’s why I decided to do it.”

Seeing the potential in   smaller ORC processes

A small-scale ORC prototype from Viking Development 
Group and AVL Schrick, running exclusively with SWEP 
heat exchangers, has been operated at a thermal 
efficiency of over 12.5% at 160°C



One of the investors is the 
philanthropic organization 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, 

which was founded in 1940 by the 
sons of John D Rockefeller and 
controls a fortune of $860 million. 
Most of that money will now be 
moved from investments in the 
oil business to investments in 
renewable energy. 

It is perhaps mostly symbo-
lic that a company that built its 
fortune on oil would now invest in 
clean energy. $860 million is not a 
lot in the grand scale of the global 
energy business, which trades 
approximately $5 trillion annually. 
A divestment of $50 billion equa-

tes to merely 1 percent of the glo-
bal energy trade. Today, renewable 
energy sources make up only 11 
percent of the global energy busi-
ness. But the fact is that the global 
energy business is going through a 
dramatic transformation.

Fossil fuel stocks are gradually 
being exhausted, and the cost of 
drilling is on the rise as the easily 
extracted sources near the surface 
have been drained. Meanwhile, 
technical innovation has brought 
down the cost of manufacturing 
components needed for sustaina-
ble energy. If the trend in falling 
prices continues for just another 
decade, solar-generated electrici-

A growing global movement, Divest-Invest started 
as a university campus initiative several years 
ago. Today, some 650 individuals and 180 institu-
tions have joined the group, pledging to work for 
a more sustainable society. Divest-Invest has so 
far prompted investors to move $50 billion away 
from coal, oil and gas, and into renewable energy.

Investing in the

FUTURE
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ty in the US, for example, will be 
competitive with coal and nuclear 
power. In twenty years, it will be 
half the price of coal today.

In addition to using renewable 
energy sources, it is important to 
increase efficiency to meet our 
future energy needs. Regardless 
of how we generate it, we need 
to utilize what we produce. Global 
industry uses a large amount of 
energy, but because industrial pro-
cesses are so diverse it is impos-
sible to deliver one solution for all 
applications. There is a multitude 
of possible opportunities for  
energy efficiency, and a lot of 
money to save.

Some industries, for example, 
generate steam and electricity 
for subsequent use within their 
own facilities. When electricity is 
generated, the heat produced as a 
by-product can be used for process 
steam, heating or other industri-
al purposes. The comparison is 
striking: Conventional electricity 
generation has an efficiency of 
30%, whereas combined heat and 
power converts up to 90% of the 
fuel into usable energy.

Contributing to this development, 

SWEP offers a technology that is 
significantly more energy-efficient 
than other heat exchanger tech-
nologies. BPHEs are, for example, 
an important part of ORC applica-
tions. SWEP is also developing so-
lutions for extracting energy from 
natural resources, such as wind 
and solar power, ground heat, and 
for using water to chill industrial 
systems.

There is enormous potential 
here. Sustainable energy is no 
longer a costly business. If the 
trend in smarter solutions for 
energy production continues, the 
next generation of energy tycoons 
will probably make their money 
from sustainable energy sources. 
The director of the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund, Stephen Heintz, 
made the following statement in 
a 2014 press conference: “John D 
Rockefeller, the founder of Stan-
dard Oil, moved America out of 
whale oil and into petroleum. We 
are quite convinced that if he were 
alive today, as an astute business-
man looking out to the future, he 
would be moving out of fossil fuels 
and investing in clean, renewable 
energy.” He is probably right. 

FUTURE
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Since the start-up of the Hadeed plant 
in 2011, the Zamil Industrial Invest-
ment Company (Zamil Industrial) has 

been in charge of its cooling network. The 
ambitious project, commissioned by the 
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC), 
will help Hadeed become the leading 
producer of steel products in the region. 
With a cooling capacity of 40,000 tonnes 
of refrigeration, the plant uses state-of-
the-art equipment and machinery that 
reduces energy consumption as well as 
conserves the environment.

From the outset of the project, Zamil 
Industrial had decided to try BPHEs 
from SWEP. The first twelve units were 
delivered in 2010. They were serial/
parallel connected, because the capacity 
of the BPHE technology at the time was 
limited. “We were very happy with the 
performance and advantages of the first 
installations, so we opted for BPHEs again 
for the extension,” says Alessandro Belloni, 
Operations Manager at Zamil Industrial. 
Shwan H Lamei, Segment Manager for 
District Energy at SWEP, was able to de-

liver: “This time round we could offer the 
truly ground-breaking B649. In one step 
we tripled the capacity reach of the BPHE 
technology, making it a superior alterna-
tive for all HVAC applications.” The two 
new stand-alone units were delivered in 
2013, and Alessandro Belloni is more than 
satisfied with the results: “The weight and 
footprint are less than half those of the 
corresponding heat exchanger. The BPHE 
was exceptionally easy to transport and 
install, and easy to fit into ETS (Energy 
Transfer Station) rooms with serious 
height and footprint limitations.”

The modular solution enables an 
N+1 design, bringing about unparalleled 
redundancy at a lower cost. Redundancy 
for a conventional system usually involves 
another set of heat exchangers of similar 
capacity. N+1 is simply one more module, 

making it a much more affordable propo-
sition. For example, if the cooling load of a 
building is 1000 kW, it is possible to install 
three heat exchangers of 500 kW each 
instead of installing two heat exchangers 
of 1000 kW each. The same redundancy 
is offered, but with a 25% saving. The 
BPHE technology makes it possible to use 
smaller modules cost-effectively, reducing 
the total installed capacity while keeping 
the required redundancy.

The capacity of the Hadeed plant will 
be extended gradually over the coming 
years. “We are completely satisfied with 
the BPHE technology, and we are planning 
on using BPHEs for future extensions 
too,” says Alessandro Belloni at Zamil 
Industrial. Expected to significantly reduce 
power consumption, while simultaneously 
lowering greenhouse gas emissions, the 
plant might well completely change views 
on the use of BPHEs in this area.

benefits from ambitious 
district cooling plant

The Hadeed steel  industry

BPHEs are rapidly replacing other technologies 
in district energy networks. One of the first to be 
installed in a district cooling plant in the Middle East, 
the SWEP B649 offers the capacity to match the 
needs of the Hadeed plant.
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The Hadeed steel  industry
Located in Saudi Arabia’s Jubail 
Industry City, the Hadeed District 
Cooling Plant has replaced all the 
chillers and DX units that previously 
served individual buildings in the 
area.



Mandar Rajwade, Business En-
gineer at SWEP, and based in 
India with a focus on the South 

Asian market, has never been afraid of a 
challenge. He found his favorite sport at 
the age of ten: DIVING. A daring aquati c 
discipline, diving involves risk, skill, fun 
and pure entertainment. “One small 
careless movement or mistake, just 
one wrong step, could kill you. While 
performing a dive you have to use your 
technical skills to calculate the various 
angles and movements for a safe dive.”

Mandar specialized in 1- and 3-meter 
springboard. “We practi ced three hours 
every day,” says Mandar. “It was very 
challenging to combine school, and 
later college, with my sports practi ce, 
but it was possible with some sacrifi ces. 

My parents and later my coaches really 
moti vated me.”

The investment paid off . Among the 
highlights of Mandar’s aquati c career 
is the EKLAVYA award, which is the 
most presti gious award of the State 
Government of Madhya Pradesh. He 
can also boast ten medals from nati onal 
championships, and has been individual 
champion fi ve ti mes at various state-le-
vel swimming and diving championships. 
Conti nuing his success into his university 
years, he won championships at inter-en-
gineering college events. Parallel to this, 
he managed to fi nish his college degree 
as an engineer, followed by an MBA, and 
is now a valued co-worker at SWEP.

Mandar, who grew up in Madhya 
Pradesh in central India, was able to 

enjoy his practi ce in a pleasant water 
temperature. The climate is good throug-
hout the year, so pool heati ng is rarely 
required. “But our training was tough. 
We usually didn’t have to, but we were 
able to perform even in temperatures as 
low as 10⁰C,” says Mandar. “I wouldn’t 
have minded installing a BPHE to heat 
those pools.”

Today, Mandar sati sfi es his need for 
challenge in his work, but he is sti ll fond 
of diving. “I can hardly fi nd the ti me to 
practi ce, but I am sti ll very much invol-
ved in the offi  cial acti viti es of the sport. 
Nowadays, I usually go to the swimming 
pool with my family. My son, who is 2.5 
years old, also loves to dive. He can’t 
swim yet, but sti ll wants to jump into 
water whenever he sees it.” 

“When I was a kid I used to go to the swimming pool with my 
friends. There I saw some people jumping from various heights, 
doing different kinds of dives and somersaults. I told my parents 
that I wanted to try diving as a sport and they arranged for me to 
start. The next day I was already in the group. I realized after join-
ing that it was not as easy as it looked.”

A Business Engineer 
who took the plunge
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who took the plunge
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Headquartered in Nevada, USA, 
ElectraTherm, Inc. is a leading 
company in small-scale waste heat 

recovery. Uti lizing Organic Rankine Cycle 
(ORC) and Waste Heat to Power (WHP) 
technology, the company’s Green Machine 
generates 25 to 110 kW of electricity from 
low-grade waste heat (77-116°C).

So how does it work? The closed loop 
ORC inside the Green Machine uses hot 
water as its only fuel. The hot water from 
the engine is cooled in a BPHE, where the 
non-fl ammable, non-toxic working fl uid is 
vaporized to drive the twin-screw expander 
connected to the generator, creati ng 
electricity. While the core technology is 
based on decades of proven compressor 
technology, the twin-screw expander is 
unique in its confi gurati on, lubricati on, and 
specifi cati ons. It has a rotati onal speed of 
1800 to 4900 r/min, which is considerably 
lower than that of turbo expanders. Screw 
expanders also tolerate “wet” dual-phase 
fl ow.

“This allows a very robust and cost-ef-
fecti ve design for the Green Machine that 
can tolerate perturbati ons in both tempe-
rature and fl ow with turn-down rati os of 
6:1 available on demand,” says John Fox, 
CEO of ElectraTherm. “This is parti cularly 
advantageous in low-temperature waste 
heat streams such as engine jacket water.”

The Green Machine can replace the 
engine’s radiator, so the engine-driven 
radiator fans can be disconnected, adding 
to the generator’s horsepower and 
generati ng extra electricity. For gen-sets 
with external electric radiators, the ORC 
can generate power where the old radiator 
only consumed it. ElectraTherm calculates 
an increase in fuel effi  ciency of up to 12%, 
depending on engine size, confi gurati on, 
and site conditi ons.

Always interested in the most effi  cient 
soluti on, the US Department of Defense 
(DOD) approached ElectraTherm to inte-
grate the company’s Green Machine with a 
1.1 MW Cummins KTA-50 generator. “Our 
fi rst project with the DOD was to simulate 
various engine models and ORC integrati on 
schemes, and fully test those confi gurati ons 
on ElectraTherm’s test cell,” John Fox says. 
“A matrix was developed consisti ng of fi ve 
engine models and two engine confi gura-
ti ons over diff erent ambient conditi ons for 
waste heat capture: jacket water only, and 
jacket water boosted with exhaust energy 
for higher ORC effi  ciencies and output.”

The second DOD project was to develop 
a higher output, fully integrated ORC, 
specifi c to a 1.1 MW Cummins KTA-50 
engine. “This project forced our engine-
ering team to take a hard look at whether 
we need both the engine radiator and 

the ORC radiator,” John Fox says. Was it 
possible to handle the condensing of the 
ORC and the cooling of the engine with 
just one radiator? The answer is yes. The 
Green Machine ORC can capture both the 
engine jacket heat and exhaust gas heat 
for maximum electrical output, and sti ll 
replace the engine radiator. Any heat from 
the engine’s jacket water not consumed by 
the Green Machine is rejected to the single 
dry cooler that provides cooling water for 
the ORC’s condenser. So the waste heat 
from the engine generates power instead 
of consuming it, and the engine always gets 
the cooling it requires whether the ORC is 
running or not.

With a focus on a compact and easily 
transportable soluti on, the gen-set, engine 
controls, switch gear and exhaust gas heat 
exchanger are all housed in a combined 
heat and power (CHP) module. The Green 
Machine and dry cooler are packaged in 
a second waste heat to power module. 
Both modules are packaged in 12-meter 
ISO shipping containers to enable easy 
transportati on to every corner of the 
world. “Our various packaged soluti ons 
are making it easier to capture waste heat 
economically and make emissions-free and 
fuel-free power from existi ng sources,” 
John Fox says. “We are excited about the in-
troducti on of the radiator with a payback.”

In 2012, ElectraTherm switched to 
working exclusively with SWEP for BPHEs. 
“We chose SWEP because of their product 
quality and their technical support,” says 
John Fox. “Since that ti me SWEP has 
consistently delivered a quality product 
to support our producti on. SWEP has also 
helped ElectraTherm size heat exchangers 
for two new product lines, a value-engine-
ered Series 3000 for smaller heat resources, 
and our largest output machine, the Series 
6000.”

Providing base-load power generation in diverse remote 
industrial applications, continuous duty gen-sets require 
a lot of fuel and engine maintenance. A typical engine 
utilizes only approximately 35% of its fuel, so there is a 
considerable amount of waste heat that could be conver-
ted into more electricity. ElectraTherm’s solution allows 
industries to save money as well as the environment.

Utilizing waste heat for 
Clean electricity generation
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”I think that our culture of carefully 
listening to our customers is as 
important as our technical experien-

ce,” says Anders Vesterholm, Strategic 
Key Account Manager. “We believe in 
building strong, long-term partnerships, 
and the only way to do that is to meet 
our customers and listen to what they 
have to say. They are experts in their 
fi eld, we are experts in ours. Together 
we can fi nd the opti mal soluti on for their 
applicati ons.”

Anders thinks that SWEP’s way of 
working together is another key to the 
company’s success: “SWEP has a culture 
of dynamic teamwork. Management, bu-
siness engineering and customer support 
work together in a ti ght yet fl exible core 
team, dedicated to the customer. We are 
represented by key account managers and 
business engineers in all regions, because 

local know-how is impor-
tant for opti mizing the 
soluti ons. When required, 
our teams are given 
additi onal resources such 
as applicati on, product 
and system interface engi-
neering.”

SWEP is constantly 
developing the BPHE 
technology. “We are 
currently investi ng heavily 
in industrial applicati ons, 
and a number of our new 
products are specifi cally developed for 
this segment,” says Andreas Möller, 
Segment Manager. “We have developed 
BPHEs that target applicati ons where 
other heat exchanger technologies domi-
nate today. Our B649 and B633 models 
off er the highest capaciti es on the market, 

and are suited for deman-
ding applicati ons in heavy 
industry.”

Another investment 
is the introducti on of the 
SWEP All-Stainless range, 
which reaches enti rely 
new industrial applica-
ti ons. “The All-Stainless 
products are developed 
for systems demanding 
100% stainless steel 
components, and for 
high-temperature applica-

ti ons,” says Andreas. “They can be used 
with fl uids that are corrosive to copper, 
for example ammonia, or for sensiti ve 
applicati ons where copper and nickel 
contaminati on must be avoided.” SWEP’s 
unique process technology enables a 
compact product with minimal material 

SWEP was one of the fi rst companies to introduce BPHEs to the market, and has been 
in the business for over 30 years. Specializing in BPHEs, SWEP puts every effort into 
developing and optimizing this technology. However, it is not just technical expertise that 
makes the company successful. 

A culture of 
listening, developing and working together
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usage relati ve to its mechanical strength.
Added to the range of BPHEs for 

industrial applicati ons are the newly 
announced B35T and B30. Smaller and 
more compact, they are sti ll capable of 
handling HVAC and other heavy industrial 
applicati ons. “The B35TM targets industry 
applicati ons such as engine oil cooling, 
steam, and cogenerati on duti es, while 
the B35TH targets district heati ng,” says 
Andreas. “Together they cover the range 
of industrial chillers and air-conditi on 
desuperheaters.”

The B30 is a unique BPHE, with a pres-
sure drop rati o of 1:21 between the prima-
ry and secondary sides. Breaking new 
ground for the BPHE technology, the B30, 
with its extreme properti es, is targeti ng 
gas-to-liquid applicati ons, such as sucti on 
gas heat exchangers, air compressor inter- 
and aft ercoolers, engine intercoolers, 
various exhaust gas cooling duti es and 
ORC installati ons. “The B30 is an extreme-
ly robust design, geared to high operati ng 
pressures as well as to cycling thermal and 
mechanical loads greater than for normal 
BPHE designs,” says Andreas.

The investments in the industrial seg-
ment also include organizati onal improve-
ments, with dedicated Systems Soluti ons 
Teams handling the interface with larger 
customer installati ons. Several R&D teams 
are working on developing the BPHE tech-
nology to meet the future demands of the 
industry. SWEP will also invest in increased 
producti on capacity. “Constant develop-
ment is part of our culture, and we fi nd 
inspirati on in new challenges,” concludes 
Andreas.
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SWEP, Box 105, SE-261 22 Landskrona, Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)418 40 04 00, Fax: +46 (0)418 292 95
info@swep.net    www.swep.net

Sustainable energy supply is a major challenge 
for global society. The future lies in improving 
efficiency in existing processes, and enabling re-
newable energy sources to be used economically. 
SWEP brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs) 
make this possible.

We constantly strive to improve efficiency: 
in the products we design, in the way we work, 
and in interactions with our customers. Close 
partnerships – plus our application expertise and 

innovative entrepreneurship – enable us to develop 
optimized solutions for our customers’ systems.

BPHEs transfer heat more efficiently than the 
alternatives. They are more compact, use less 
material, and require less maintenance. Designed 
to make the best use of sources such as wind, 
solar power and waste heat, they provide unparal-
leled performance at the lowest life-cycle cost.

We challenge efficiency, and we challenge you 
to do the same!

Challenging efficiency
to make energy last longer


